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The study of bird communities has always been an area of active interest
for avian biologists. In this two volume work, intended for upper-division under-
graduates, graduate students and researchers, Wiens presents an up-to-date re-
view of bird community ecology. Volume 1 in concerned with the history,
methodology and patterns in community ecology; while Volume 2 discusses
the processes causing the patterns. He also discusses the current and future di-
rections of community ecology.

In Volume 1, Wiens traces the historical roots of bird community research
with emphasis on the works of Robert MacArthur, who has been credited with
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transforming community ecology in the 1950s. MacArthur viewed communities
as organized, integrated assemblages in which interactions and interdependen-
cies among species produced structured community patterns. These were visu-
alized by neat and simple theories usually accompanied by mathematical for-
mulations. He viewed communities as being in equilibrium, and community
patterns to result from deterministic processes, especially interspecific compe-
tition.

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with methodology. Wiens stresses the importance of
separating community patterns from the processes creating them. Also he em-
phasizes the importance of experimental design, censusing techniques, hypoth-
esis formulation and testing, and analysis of results. Many of the studies he re-
viewed were, in his opinion, flawed because of a lack of attention to method-
ology.

The rest of Volume 1 is a critical evaluation of community patterns, many
of which are based on MacArthur's theories. Among the patterns discussed are:
species-area relationships, species abundance, species diversity, niche theory,
foraging guilds, ecomorphological patterns, distributional patterns, territoriality,
resource use, character displacement and community bio-energetics.

Much of Volume 2 deals with the processes of bird communities. Wiens
evaluates the importance of interspecific competition in producing patterns and
finds little unequivocal evidence for such competition. He suggests that other
factors such as predation, community history, and stochastic (i.e. chance)
events may be as important as competition for determining community struc-
ture. He also evaluates community temporal variations and finds such a wide
spectrum of patterns, that he feels the traditional view of communities in dy-
namic equilibrium to be unwarranted. Instead he believes temporal patterns
should be studied using a variety of theories and hypothesis including: tradi-
tional equilibrium, dynamic resources tracking, ecological "crunch" scenarios
and stochastic processes. Next Wiens demonstrates the need for recognizing
and evaluating spatial patchiness and scaling in bird community studies.

Wiens concludes that although the MacArthur approach to community
ecology contains numerous weaknesses, it was not a waste of time as it stimu-
lated research on bird communities. But he argues for a new and more rigorous
approach to community ecology. He gives seventeen points to consider in this
new approach including: a more precise definition of community, de-emphasis
on community macroparameters, use of resource-defined guilds, and conduct-
ing long-term observations and experimental studies.

These volumes are an important contribution to bird community ecology.
They are well written with clear figures, understandable mathematics, and few
typographical errors. I recommend these to serious undergraduates, graduate
students and researchers. However, I am not convinced of their value to the av-
erage birder especially at the price. Dennis M. Forsythe
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